EROSION STOP® is a 100% environmentally friendly polymer emulsion that provides long-term erosion control. The solution is applicable to any soil type and is applied via water cannon and hydro-seeders.

EROSION STOP® was designed to provide a non-corrosive and cost competitive replacement for mulch tackifiers. EROSION STOP® is a concentrated liquid that is mixed with water and applied topically.

EROSION STOP® is not adversely affected by heavy rains or long periods of dry weather. It is also non-soluble, so it will not runoff or get sticky in the rain and will even maintain engineering properties.

ENCAPSULATES ALL DUST
• As all the water evaporates, EROSION STOP® will coalesce into a durable, strong & water resistant film that encapsulates all dust generating material.

NON-CORROSIVE & ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY
• Will not cause corrosion on vehicles or application equipment
• No adverse impact on roadside vegetation

COST COMPETITIVE WITH MULCH TACKIFIERS.

THE RESULTING ACTION IS PERMANENT AND IRREVERSIBLE.

REQUIRED LESS FREQUENT RE-APPLICATION AS COMPARED TO TRADITIONAL EROSION CONTROL PRODUCTS.

INCREASES WATER RESISTANCE RESULTING IN BETTER PERFORMANCE IN ALL WEATHER CONDITIONS.
"FOR 5 YEARS WE HAVE BEEN USING EROSION STOP® TO CONTROL THE LIGHT PARTICLES OF SAND FROM BLOWING OFF OUR STOCKPILES INTO NEIGHBOURING PROPERTIES.

WE TYPICALLY COAT OUR SAND PILES IN JUNE WITH THE RECOMMENDED DOSAGE. THE PRODUCT FORMS A RELATIVELY DURABLE CRUST OVER THE COMPLETE AREA SPRAYED PREVENTING ANY FUGITIVE DUST FROM BEING BLOWN OFF THE PILES.

WE WILL CONTINUE TO UTILIZE THIS PRODUCT AS IT HAS PROVEN TO BE AN EXCELLENT CHOICE FOR OUR NEEDS."

- COREY ROKOSH, GENERAL MANAGER, VALLEY BLACKTOP, REVELSTOKE, BC